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Over the past two decades, the face of the world consumer has truly changed. Goods are more available, information
about these goods is more open and accessible, and the ability to buy these goods from any corner of the earth has
become possible. As a result, international marketing is more important now than ever before. In this book, Josh Samli
explores the challenges facing modern international marketers. He explains what it is to have successful communication
with the target market: using social media to share consistent information about products and services, communicating
directly with culture-driven consumers who already communicate online amongst themselves and with competitors, and
mastering people-to-people communication with both privileged and non-privileged consumers. Any company dealing
with international marketing must learn how to handle these new challenges in order to survive in the 21st century.
Learn the most powerful and primary programming language for writing smart contracts and find out how to write, deploy,
and test smart contracts in Ethereum. Key Features Get you up and running with Solidity Programming language Build
Ethereum Smart Contracts with Solidity as your scripting language Learn to test and deploy the smart contract to your
private Blockchain Book Description Solidity is a contract-oriented language whose syntax is highly influenced by
JavaScript, and is designed to compile code for the Ethereum Virtual Machine. Solidity Programming Essentials will be
your guide to understanding Solidity programming to build smart contracts for Ethereum and blockchain from ground-up.
We begin with a brief run-through of blockchain, Ethereum, and their most important concepts or components. You will
learn how to install all the necessary tools to write, test, and debug Solidity contracts on Ethereum. Then, you will explore
the layout of a Solidity source file and work with the different data types. The next set of recipes will help you work with
operators, control structures, and data structures while building your smart contracts. We take you through function calls,
return types, function modifers, and recipes in object-oriented programming with Solidity. Learn all you can on event
logging and exception handling, as well as testing and debugging smart contracts. By the end of this book, you will be
able to write, deploy, and test smart contracts in Ethereum. This book will bring forth the essence of writing contracts
using Solidity and also help you develop Solidity skills in no time. What you will learn Learn the basics and foundational
concepts of Solidity and Ethereum Explore the Solidity language and its uniqueness in depth Create new accounts and
submit transactions to blockchain Get to know the complete language in detail to write smart contracts Learn about major
tools to develop and deploy smart contracts Write defensive code using exception handling and error checking
Understand Truffle basics and the debugging process Who this book is for This book is for anyone who would like to get
started with Solidity Programming for developing an Ethereum smart contract. No prior knowledge of EVM is required.
This book offers a primer on the valuation of digital intangibles, a trending class of immaterial assets. Startups like
successful unicorns, as well as consolidated firms desperately working to re-engineer their business models, are now
trying to go digital and to reap higher returns by exploiting new intangibles. This book is innovative in its design and
concept since it tackles a frontier topic with an original methodology, combining academic rigor with practical insights.
Digital intangibles range from digitized versions of traditional immaterial assets (brands, patents, know-how, etc.) to more
trendy applications like big data, Internet of Things, interoperable databases, artificial intelligence, digital newspapers,
social networks, blockchains, FinTech applications, etc. This book comprehensively addresses related valuation issues,
and demonstrates how best practices can be applied to specific asset appraisals, making it of interest to researchers,
students, and practitioners alike.
The Regulatory Technology Handbook The transformational potential of RegTech has been confirmed in recent years
with US$1.2 billion invested in start-ups (2017) and an expected additional spending of US$100 billion by 2020.
Regulatory technology will not only provide efficiency gains for compliance and reporting functions, it will radically change
market structure and supervision. This book, the first of its kind, is providing a comprehensive and invaluable source of
information aimed at corporates, regulators, compliance professionals, start-ups and policy makers. The REGTECH Book
brings into a single volume the curated industry expertise delivered by subject matter experts. It serves as a single
reference point to understand the RegTech eco-system and its impact on the industry. Readers will learn foundational
notions such as: • The economic impact of digitization and datafication of regulation • How new technologies (Artificial
Intelligence, Blockchain) are applied to compliance • Business use cases of RegTech for cost-reduction and new product
origination • The future regulatory landscape affecting financial institutions, technology companies and other industries
Edited by world-class academics and written by compliance professionals, regulators, entrepreneurs and business
leaders, the RegTech Book represents an invaluable resource that paves the way for 21st century regulatory innovation.
If you think that money is important (and who doesn't), then so is the ability to process money - in other words, payments.
And that's what this book is all about: from processing payments over the internet and on your mobile telephone; to
payments via cards, cash and cheques; to massive international payments operations and the challenges faced by banks
in these areas, including the continual vigilance needed to avoid money launderers and terrorists. The Complete Banker
series of books is based upon Chris Skinner's influential blog. The series provides the reader with all they need to know
about banking and is split into key themes covering retail, commercial and investment banking and the way they are
being changed by economics, politics, technology and society. For the amateur and the expert, the knowledgeable and
those seeking knowledge, the economist and the politician, the banker and the banked, the Complete Banker series
provides you with the truth about the banking. Not just the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth ... but the
Complete Truth.
This book argues that personal identity is changing profoundly and that money is changing equally profoundly. Cash will
be replaced by a proliferation of new digital currencies.
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A 13-point manifesto for a new financial services marketing model Anthony Thomson knows a thing or two about new
and disruptive financial services, having co-founded and chaired first the ground-breaking Metro Bank and then the
purely digital, app-based Atom Bank. And as a financial services marketing specialist for over 30 years, Lucian Camp has
helped develop more new and innovative financial services propositions than anyone. Now they’ve put their heads
together to write No Small Change, a passionate, opinionated and practical manifesto arguing that the fast-changing
financial services world urgently needs to rethink the whole of its approach to marketing. Most of all, they propose that an
increasingly digital, fintech-driven industry needs not just more marketing, but also better marketing to make sure it’s
successfully identifying consumers’ real needs, and finding powerful and successful ways to engage with them. After
detailing the forces of change that demand a new approach, the book then examines in 13 chapters what the key
components of that new approach should look like. It takes a broad and multi-faceted perspective, exploring areas as
diverse as the crisis of consumer trust, the ever-growing power of Big Data, the importance of leadership and corporate
culture and the rapid advance in thinking based on Behavioural Economics. In developing these themes, the authors
don’t pull their punches. The book is fiercely critical of some of the industry’s long-established marketing habits,
providing compelling reasons why it’s time to abandon the practices that have given it a bad name. Marketers will
applaud, but the book is also intended for a broader audience. Thomson and Camp challenge senior management in
financial firms to appreciate the real value that marketers can bring to shaping the business agenda at the highest level,
and not just to label marketing with that tired old phrase “the colouring-in department.” Rich in anecdotes, comments
from leading industry figures, personal experiences on the part of both authors and findings from original research, No
Small Change is an entertaining and rewarding read – and, at this point in the development of financial services, a timely
and important one.
While creating new forms (Shari'ah-compliant standards) to operationalize Islamic values and ethics into the current
conventional economic system and banking products is crucial to sustain the Islamic economy as it is today, we also
need to develop new strategies to cope with the next economic evolution. The digital revolution in financial services is
under way, and digital disruption has the potential to shrink the role and relevance of today’s banks, while
simultaneously creating better, faster, cheaper services that will be an essential part of everyday life. This forward-looking
book discusses the crucial innovation, structural and institutional development for financial technologies (fintech) in
Islamic finance. The authors explain concepts in fintech and blockchain technology and follow through with their
applications, challenges and evolving nature. The book provides insights into technology which will enable and enhance
actual prescribed Islamic behaviors in modern economic transactions. Case studies highlight how to cope with modern
transactional behavior with the advent of global online/mobile markets, shorter attention spans, and impersonal trade
exchange.
ValueWebHow fintech firms are using bitcoin blockchain and mobile technologies to create the Internet of valueMarshall Cavendish
International Asia Pte LtdValueWeb
Commander Pickle is always in a pickle, meaning he is always in trouble. He loses his robot, cannot be found and ends up in the Machine of
Waste. Can the Candy Crew save him in time? The Series Join Captain Cake and his friends, Lieutenant Chocolate, Sergeant Jelly and
Private Potato as they journey through space. The Captain Cake stories will keep young readers engaged as they explore important
character-building lessons.
The 2008 global financial crisis represented a pivotal moment that separated prior phases of the development of financial technology
(FinTech) and regulatory technology (RegTech) from the current paradigm. Today, FinTech has entered a phase of rapid development
marked by the proliferation of startups and other new entrants, such as IT and ecommerce firms that have fragmented the financial services
market. This new era presents fresh challenges for regulators and highlights why the evolution of FinTech necessitates a parallel
development of RegTech. In particular, regulators must develop a robust new framework that promotes innovation and market confidence,
aided by the use of regulatory "sandboxes." Certain RegTech developments today are highlighting the path toward another paradigm shift,
which will be marked by a reconceptualization of the nature of financial regulation.
The financial crisis is just beginning for retail institutions. Ninety to ninety-five per cent of bank transactions are executed electronically today.
The Internet, ATMs, call centres and smartphones have become mainstream for customers. But banks still classify these as alternative
channels and maintain an organisation structure where Branch dominates thinking. Continued technology innovations, Web 2.0, social
networking, app phones and mobility are also stretching traditional banking models to the limit. BANK 2.0 reveals why customer behaviour is
so rapidly changing, how branches will evolve, why cheques are disappearing, and why your mobile phone will replace your wallet all within
the next 10 years.
Airbnb, Uber, TripAdvisor, Bitcoin, Carousell – this is the way we live today. Over the past decade, one of the most revolutionary changes in
our global economy has been the creation of trusted digital intermediaries. These platforms allow us – as individuals and as businesses – to
exchange value with one another in new and better ways. We are experiencing a modern relationship renaissance, enabled by technology
and powered by trust.But not everyone has succeeded equally. Corporate innovation efforts are often stymied by a culture of distrust that kills
creativity, impedes progress and reduces competitive advantage. As incumbents lurch from one identity crisis to another and startups flood
every industry from retail to insurance, only the most trusted players will succeed. The Trust Economy introduces a world-first structured
model for building trust in six progressive stages. Whatever industry you’re in, whatever the size of your business, the trust model will set you
on the path to reaping the most value from the opportunities and challenges of the digital age.
This comprehensive guide serves to illuminate the rise and development of FinTech in Sweden, with the Internet as the key underlying driver.
The multiple case studies examine topics such as: the adoption of online banking in Sweden; the identification and classification of different
FinTech categories; process innovation developments within the traditional banking industry; and the Venture Capital (VC) landscape in
Sweden, as shown through interviews with VC representatives, mainly from Sweden but also from the US and Germany, as well as offering
insight into the companies that are currently operating in the FinTech arena in Sweden. The authors address questions such as: How will the
regulatory landscape shape the future of FinTech companies? What are the factors that will likely drive the adoption of FinTech services in
the future? What is the future role of banks in the context of FinTech and digitalization? What are the policies and government initiatives that
aim to support the FinTech ecosystem in Sweden? Complex concepts and ideas are rendered in an easily digestible yet thought-provoking
way. The book was initiated by the IIS (the Internet Foundation in Sweden), an independent organization promoting the positive development
of the Internet in the country. It is also responsible for the Internet’s Swedish top-level domain .se, including the registration of domain
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names, and the administration and technical maintenance of the national domain name registry. The book illustrates how Sweden acts (or
does not act) as a competitive player in the global FinTech arena, and is a vital addition to students and practitioners in the field.
Community banking can flourish in the face of fintech and global competition with a fresh approach to strategy Bankruption + Website offers a
survival guide for community banks and credit unions searching for relevance amidst immense global competition and fintech startups. Author
John Waupsh is the Chief Innovation Officer at Kasasa, where he helps spearhead financial product development and implementation across
hundreds of institutions. In this guide, he draws on more than a decade in the industry to offer clear, practical advice for competing with the
megabanks, direct banks, non-banks, and financial technology companies. The discussion separates futurist thinking from today's realities,
and dispels common myths surrounding the U.S. community banking model in order to shed light on the real challenges facing community
banking institutions. It follows with clear solutions, proven strategies, and insight from experts across banking and fintech. All arguments are
backed by massive amounts of data, and the companion website provides presentation-ready visualizations to help you kickstart change
within your team. In the U.S. and around the globe, fintech companies and non-banks alike are creating streams of banking services that are
interesting, elegant, and refreshing—and they're winning the hearts and minds of early adopters. Not a one-size-fits-all approach, this book
offers many different tactics for community banks and credit unions to compete and flourish in the new world. Analyze fintech's threat to the
community banking model Learn where community banking must improve to compete Disprove the myths to uncover the real challenges
banks face Adopt proven strategies to bring your organization into the future Community banks and credit unions were once the go-to
institutions for local relationship banking, but their asset share has been on the decline for three decades as the big banks just got bigger.
Now, fintech companies are exploiting inefficiencies in the traditional banking model to streamline service and draw even more market share,
as community banking executives are left at a loss for fresh tactics and forward-looking strategy. Bankruption + Website shows how
community banks can be saved, and provides a proven path to success.
This book presents a practical approach to pro-environmental challenges faced by companies in the process of restructuring. It contains a
broad variety of case studies from different economic sectors, and small and large businesses, in four European countries: Ukraine,
Romania, Germany and Poland. The studies are the results of surveys of companies that had either already restructured or were planning to,
and reveal both the weaknesses and strengths in these practices. The book is divided into three parts: explorations of how political and legal
factors are embedded in a company’s strategy and how they influence the company’s behaviour; analyses of companies’ activities on
matching restructuring with ecology; and approaches to ecoinnovations within the companies. The case studies throughout the book show
that the restructuring of a company is an opportunity for the implementation of proecological action and “green” business models. The
authors trust that the experiences and good practices of others will prove valuable both for future businessmen (i.e. students), but also for
academics and representatives of local government, central environmental agencies, owners and managers of enterprises to be restructured.

Place to Space is the essential e-business playbook that will give leaders the insight and confidence they need to operate
successfully in both place and space. The book explains how traditional companies can adapt their bricks-and-mortar legacies to
complement and bolster their online ventures. Based on extensive research into dozens of e-business initiatives, this book
provides the first systematic, practical analysis of eight viable e-business models; an adaptable hybrid model for competing against
online pure plays; and revolutionary schematic tools for analyzing current business models and evaluating promising new web
initiatives. Through illuminating case studies of Lonely Planet, General Electric, CDNow, Reuters, and others, the authors show
how each model works in practice--from how it makes money to the core competencies and critical factors required to implement
it.
? ????? ????? ????? ??? ?????????? ?????? ????? ???? ?????????? ? ???, ????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ???????????
??????????. ??????? ??? ???????? ??? ?????????, ?????????? ?????? ? ????? ????? ? ???????, ?? ????? ????????????
?????????? ??????? ?????? ????????? ????????. ??? ?????? ? ?????????? ??? ??????? ? ???????? ?????? ? ?????????
??????????? ????? ????????? ?????????????? ????? ???? ? ??????? ???????? ??????? «?????????» ?????????? ? ???????????????????????? ???????, ????????, ????????????? ?????????, ??????????? ?????????? – ??? ???????????? ?????
?????????? ??????????, ????????? ?????? ?? ??????? ????-????? ? ????????? ?????????? ? ???????????? ?????. «???? 4.0»
????????? ????????? ? ??????? – ? ??? ??????????? ? ????????????? ??????? ? «??????» ????????.????? ??????????
???????????, ???????????, ?????????? ?????????? ? ????, ??? ???????????? ????????? ?????????? ?????.
Why do some innovation projects succeed where others fail? The book reveals the business implications of Jobs Theory and
explains how to put Jobs Theory into practice using Outcome-Driven Innovation.
Digital Bank tracks the innovations in banking and how the mobile internet is changing the dynamics of consumer and corporate
relationships with their banks. The implication is that banks must become digitised, and that is a challenge as becoming a Digital
Bank demands new services focused upon 21st-century technologies. Digital Bank not only includes extensive guidance and
background on the digital revolution in banking, but also in-depth analysis of the activities of incumbent banks such as Barclays in
the UK and mBank in Poland, as well as new start-ups such as Metro Bank and disruptive new models of banking such as FIDOR
Bank in Germany. Add on to these a comprehensive sprinkling of completely new models of finance, such as Zopa and Bitcoin,
and you can see that this book is a must-have for anyone involved in the future of business, commerce and banking. Chris Skinner
is best known as an independent commentator on the financial markets through the Finanser (www.thefinanser.com) and Chair of
the European networking forum The Financial Services Club, which he founded in 2004. He is the author of ten books covering
everything from European regulations in banking through the credit crisis to the future of banking, and is a regular commentator on
BBC News, Sky News and Bloomberg about banking issues. More can be discovered about Chris here:
http://thefinanser.co.uk/fsclub/chris-skinner/
The digital revolution is changing virtually every aspect of the business world. However, most attempts at the digital transformation
of enterprises fail – largely because of a lack of comprehensive and coherent strategy. This book takes lessons learned from the
rise of the digital platform giants and explores how they can be adapted and effectively applied to established businesses, allowing
them to compete within the new digital business paradigm. Offering a holistic perspective on the business and technology
landscape, the book describes the megatrends, evolution and impact of digital technologies and business models. It brings
together what for many is a disjointed set of business transformation imperatives, to provide a practical guide to digital success.
Drawing on the authors’ decades of experience in supporting transformation and innovation, the book lays out a path to a
progressive iteration of business change and value realization, balancing the perspectives of revolutionary transformation and
change-enabling optimization.
This volume presents current developments in the fields of banking and finance from an international perspective. Featuring
contributions from the 3rd International Conference on Banking and Finance Perspectives (ICBFP), this volume serves as a
valuable forum for discussing current issues and trends in the banking and financial sectors, especially in light of the global
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economic challenges triggered by financial institutions. Using the latest theoretical models, new perspectives are brought to topics
such as e-finance and e-banking, Islamic banking, capital flight, bank efficiency, risk assessment, bankruptcy, investment
diversification, and insider trading. Offering an opportunity to explore the challenges of a rapidly changing industry, this volume will
be of interest to academics, policy makers, and scholars in the fields of banking, insurance, and finance.
The financial services industry is being transformed by heightened regulation, technological disruption, and changing
demographics. These structural forces have lowered barriers to entry, increasing competition from within and outside the industry,
in the form of entrepreneurial FinTech fintech start-ups to large, non-financial technology-based companies. The Technological
Revolution in Financial Services is an invaluable resource for those eager to understand the evolving financial industry. This edited
volume outlines the strategic implications for financial services firms in North America, Europe, and other advanced economies.
The most successful banks, insurance companies, and asset managers will partner with financial technology companies to provide
a better and more innovative experience services to retail customers and small businesses. Ultimately this technological revolution
will benefit customers and lead to a more open and inclusive financial system.
Born in a rural Mexico region where girls are disguised as boys to avoid the attentions of traffickers, Ladydi dreams of a better life
before moving to Mexico City, where she falls in love and ends up in a prison with other women who share her experiences.

????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??!
Unsere Gesellschaft hat sich in den vergangenen zwei Jahrzehnten bedeutender verändert als vielleicht je zuvor. Wertschöpfung findet heute
immer mehr auf der Netzwerkebene statt, von Online-Markplätzen wie Amazon und eBay bis hin zu den Champions des Silicon Valley wie
Facebook oder Tinder. Kern dieser Entwicklung ist die Skalierung von Vertrauensprozessen, ermöglicht durch digitale Technologien: Ob
Transaktionen oder Geschäftskontakte, Freundschaften oder Beziehungen – nie war es einfacher, dem dazu nötigen Vertrauen eine digitale
Existenz zu geben. Im Zentrum dieser neuen Wertschöpfungsphilosophie steht die Digitalisierung des Vertrauens, und Technologien wie die
Blockchain spielen hier eine immer größere Rolle. In seinem Buch beschreibt Philipp Kristian Diekhöner den zentralen Stellenwert der Trust
Economy als Innovationsmotor unserer Gesellschaft. Überzeugend legt er dar, warum jedes Unternehmen eine Vertrauensstrategie braucht,
um im digitalen Zeitalter zu überleben. Den Kern des Buchs bildet ein sechsstufiges Vertrauensmodell, das als Methode dienen kann, um
neue Wertschöpfungs- und Innovationspotenziale aufzudecken und zu gestalten.
This book addresses challenges that new technologies and the big data revolution pose to existing regulatory and legal frameworks. The
volume discusses issues such as blockchain and its implications for property transactions and taxes, three (or four) dimensional title
registration, land use and urban planning in the age of big data, and the future of property rights in light of these changes. The book brings
together an interdisciplinary collection of chapters that revolve around the potential influence of disruptive technologies on existing legal
norms and the future development of real estate markets. The book is divided into five parts. Part I presents a survey of the current available
research on blockchain and real estate. Part II provides a background on property law for the volume, grounding it in fundamental theory. Part
III discusses the changing landscapes of property rights while Part IV debates the potential effects of blockchain on land registration. Finally
the book concludes with Part V, which is devoted to new technological applications relevant to real estate. Providing an interdisciplinary
perspective on emerging technologies that have the potential to disrupt the real estate industry and the regulation of it, this book will appeal to
a broad audience, consisting of scholars, policy-makers, practitioners, and students, interested in real estate, law, economics, blockchain,
and technology policy.
There has been lots of discussion of digital and open banking, banking-as-a-service, banking platforms, FinTech and TechFin and more over
the past decade. This all indicates that we are in a decade of rapid cycle change that presents huge challenges and huge opportunities.
Billion dollar unicorns appear rapidly, whilst internet giants achieve global domination. How are banks dealing with these changes and are
any banks showing leadership? Well yes, a few are. With all the gloom merchants saying that traditional banking is doomed, a few banks
have made radical moves to adapt and survive. Chris Skinner, world-leading commentator on banking and technology, has selected five of
those banks—JPMorgan Chase (USA), BBVA and ING (Europe), and DBS and CMB (Asia)—to share their experiences. In detailed interviews,
and with wide-ranging commentary, he has discovered the secrets of how not just adapt and survive, but how to thrive in this sea change of
finance and technology. Learn the lessons of the leaders, and learn how to become a successful digital bank, by Doing Digital.
A front-line industry insider's look at the financial technology explosion The FINTECH Book is your primary guide to the financial technology
revolution, and the disruption, innovation and opportunity therein. Written by prominent thought leaders in the global fintech investment
space, this book aggregates diverse industry expertise into a single informative volume to provide entrepreneurs, bankers and investors with
the answers they need to capitalize on this lucrative market. Key industry developments are explained in detail, and critical insights from
cutting-edge practitioners offer first-hand information and lessons learned. The financial technology sector is booming, and entrepreneurs,
bankers, consultants, investors and asset managers are scrambling for more information: Who are the key players? What's driving the
explosive growth? What are the risks? This book collates insights, knowledge and guidance from industry experts to provide the answers to
these questions and more. Get up to speed on the latest industry developments Grasp the market dynamics of the 'fintech revolution' Realize
the sector's potential and impact on related industries Gain expert insight on investment and entrepreneurial opportunities The fintech market
captured over US$14 billion in 2014, a three-fold increase from the previous year. New startups are popping up at an increasing pace, and
large banks and insurance companies are being pushed toward increasing digital operations in order to survive. The financial technology
sector is booming and The FINTECH Book is the first crowd-sourced book on the subject globally, making it an invaluable source of
information for anybody working in or interested in this space.
Annotation The next generation Internet, the Internet of Things, cannot work without an Internet of value. This would allow machines to trade
with other machines and people with people anywhere on the planet in real-time and for free. The problem is that old systems cannot work
this way and this means that a combination of technologies will be needed for it to succeed.
An extensive discussion on thethird generation Internet, ValueWeb, allowing consumers and machines to connectand share value in real time
-- and for free.
This comprehensive guide serves to illuminate the rise and development of FinTech in Sweden, with the Internet as the key underlying driver.
The multiple case studies examine topics such as: the adoption of online banking in Sweden; the identification and classification of different
FinTech categories; process innovation developments within the traditional banking industry; and the Venture Capital (VC) landscape in
Sweden, as shown through interviews with VC representatives, mainly from Sweden but also from the US and Germany, as well as offering
insight into the companies that are currently operating in the FinTech arena in Sweden. The authors address questions such as: How will the
regulatory landscape shape the future of FinTech companies? What are the factors that will likely drive the adoption of FinTech services in
the future? What is the future role of banks in the context of FinTech and digitalization? What are the policies and government initiatives that
aim to support the FinTech ecosystem in Sweden? Complex concepts and ideas are rendered in an easily digestible yet thought-provoking
way. The book was initiated by the IIS (the Internet Foundation in Sweden), an independent organization promoting the positive development
of the Internet in the country. It is also responsible for the Internet's Swedish top-level domain .se, including the registration of domain names,
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and the administration and technical maintenance of the national domain name registry. The book illustrates how Sweden acts (or does not
act) as a competitive player in the global FinTech arena, and is a vital addition to students and practitioners in the field.

Synopsis General Rock needs a crew for his new spaceship, The Sweet Candy. He calls upon Captain Cake, Lieutenant
Chocolate, Sergeant Jelly and Private Potato to team up and venture where no sweet has gone before. Will the Candy
Crew know how to work together? The Series Join Captain Cake and his friends Lieutenant Chocolate, Sergeant Jelly
and Private Potato as they journey through space, going where no sweet has gone before. The Captain Cake stories will
entertain young readers and explore themes such as friendship, teamwork and bravery.
Questo volume nasce nell’ambito delle attività svolte dall’Osservatorio «Banca Impresa 2030». Nato da un’idea di LIUC
– Università Carlo Cattaneo, Fondazione Corriere della Sera e L’Economia, in collaborazione con AIFI e KPMG,
l’Osservatorio indaga il rapporto tra banca e impresa alla luce del più recente progresso tecnologico. Il settore finanziario
subirà grandi cambiamenti derivanti dallo sviluppo delle tecnologie: sapranno le banche coglierli in maniera proattiva per
mantenere il ruolo cardine nel finanziamento del nostro sistema imprenditoriale? Attraverso approfondimenti delle nuove
opportunità offerte dalle tecnologie e interviste ai protagonisti, «Banca Up» vuole stimolare il dibattito all’interno del
sistema bancario italiano perché si faccia promotore di un nuovo ciclo finanziario al servizio della clientela e degli
stakeholders.
Digital is far-reaching and ubiquitous - everything you know is about to change. We are living in the fourth age of
humanity. First, we became human. Then we became civilized. The third age saw the creation of commerce. Now, we
are becoming digital. Technology has changed the way we communicate, trade, and transact, with repercussions
extending far beyond our personal spheres. Digital Human is a visionary roadmap for the future, a timely guide on how to
navigate the world of finance as we create the next generation of humanity. It explores the digital evolution’s impact and
offers clear insights on thriving in this new era. Human and business relationships are evolving, and existing businesses
must undergo substantial transformative changes to compete with the smaller, “lighter,” and more agile companies that
are able to quickly maneuver to match shifting consumer demands. A lack of online presence has become unthinkable,
as consumer preferences continue to trend heavily toward online business and transactions—is your company equipped
to thrive in this new era? While there is no definitive guide to this new reality, this insightful resource provides the starting
point and roadmap to digital success in the financial services arena, covering aspects such as: Digital is not merely a
“bolting on” of technology to produce results faster and cheaper, but a complete rethinking of common business
practices and notions of efficiency and customer engagement Rethinking business starts with the customer - new
business models are constructed entirely around this single, guiding principle A digital business model is all about
connectivity, with front-office apps tied in to both back-office analytics and marketplaces with many players and segments
Businesses must open their operations to this marketplace of players through APIs, necessitating a conversion of many
core systems Central business and technology systems must change to adapt to new market entrants and new
technologies that range from AI for back-office analytics to Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) for global operations
Leaders must rethink their businesses to be fit for the future digital age, and this comprehensive resource shines a
spotlight on the key elements to this transformation.
Fast moving, to the point, and rooted in first-hand executive experiences, this book is for people of vision and action, and
for creating the conditions required for growth, innovation, and increased competitive advantage. Finance Unleashed is
based on a series of interactive interviews with a diverse group of global influencers and executives, all of which will
challenge readers to think laterally and find inspiration in the new role of finance. Cases and interviewees represent
organizations such as UPS and DHL, and the London School of Economics, and approaches such as Lean Six Sigma,
innovation, customer-centricity, the financial supply chain, and behavioral procurement. The authors’ goal is to serve as
a catalyst for leaders who are positioned to make meaningful changes today. The book includes a practical model to help
executive teams redesign and refocus finance to drive business leadership - with an emphasis on the CFO. The model
has three primary components: 1) Customer-Centricity - Listen and Map; 2) Process - Structure and Technology; and 3)
Innovation - Create and Measure. These are presented as phases that each executive team will need to consider based
on the goals and maturity level of their organization. For the CFO and ambitious finance executives, Finance Unleashed
presents a path forward towards success and career advancement. For the CEO and the board, it presents an expanded
vision for what financial organizations are capable of.
The future of finance after SEPA With contributions from leading authorities, including: • Anthony Kirby, the Reference
Data User Group • Ashley Dowson, the SEPA Consultancy • Bo Harald, TietoEnator • Bodil Nelsson and Mats Wallén,
Bankgirocentralen • Brenda O’Connell, Bank of Ireland • Chris Pickles, BT • Chris Skinner, the Financial Services Club
and Balatro • Daniel Szmukler, EBA CLEARING • Daniele Danese, Banca Popolare di Verona • David Doyle, EU Policy
Advisor on Financial Markets • Doctor John Ryan, CASS Business School • Erkki Poutiainen, Nordea • Eva King, the
European Commission • Geoffroy de Schrevel, SWIFT • Gerard Hartsink, the European Payments Council • Gianfranco
Tabasso, the European Association of Corporate Treasurers • Harry Leinonen, the Bank of Finland • Heiko Schmiedel,
the European Central Bank • Henrik Parl, Eurogiro • Hervé Postic, founder, UTSIT • James Barclay, JPMorgan Chase •
John Bullard, IdenTrust • John Chaplin, First Data • Jonathan Williams, Eiger • Juergen Weiss, Gartner • Mark Hale,
Barclays Bank • Neil Burton, IBM • Nick Senechal, VocaLink • René Pelegero, PayPal • Richard Spong, Sterling
Commerce • Robert Bradfield, Ernst & Young • Ruth Wandhöfer, Citi • Sean Fitzgerald, Sentinel • Sharon Bowles,
Member of the European Parliament • Tom Buschman, TWIST
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